
Losing The Baby

If, as once again the direction of school accountability began to regroup; if, as the money 
began to move inexorably away from functions of a mammoth retraining, to functions of a mass 
evaluation.  Well, if you were the person expected to face this monumental task; if you were the 
person suddenly charged with taking on this adamantly ordered (and, oh my, so heavily 
expensive) directive commanding an annually overwhelming educator assessment...

Well if, quite logically?
You decided that your most productive goal would be in the fashioning of an assessment 

system able to generate information around an instructional ability even as it allowed plenty of 
room for those uniquely non-standardized, creatively risk-taking personalities who went above 
and beyond (oh, you know, those especially idealized educators about whom everyone, once led 
down memory lane, always remembered; that particularly effective teacher who ended up in a 
Readers’ Digest Great Teacher story; that exceptionally inspired instructor gloriously 
transformed into the hero of an Exceptional Educator movie):

Oh, you were going to have to be patient. 
Patient, and very, very careful.  
If, as you began the design of your immovably mandated evaluative structure, you not 

only believed, but intended to protect, the fact that educators can make the biggest impact when 
given room to be visionaries; if you honestly understood that teachers are able to more 
effectively reach students when allowed to be individually and creatively resourceful – oh, you 
were going to have to take your time. You were going to have to move very slowly.  You were 
going to have to do your very best to not, through the sloppily built and poorly executed 
structures of a mass assessment:

Thwart, shackle, silence, or – even yet more debilitatingly?  
Out and out lose your most loyal, most experienced, and most long-term-effective 

educators.  
You were going to have to take pains to very slowly and conscientiously create your 

teacher appraisal system – because?  You would not, as they say, want to cause irrevocable 
damage to the overall system by haphazardly, and irresponsibly, throwing out the baby.  Losing 
your strongest, most devoted, most inspirational teachers right there in the gutter: carelessly 
tossed out right there alongside your unwanted bathwater.  

For the good of your schools and the test score achievement each year more ruthlessly 
mandated, you would necessarily need to be guarded; you would necessarily need to work very 
slowly; you would necessarily need to progress with great caution, making scrupulous effort at 
avoiding the mindless disposal of those so many modern-day scapegoated bad teachers – and, in 
the process?

Unforgivably and devastatingly discarding the baby.*
However.
If, as you found yourself standing there, ordered to confront this dauntingly legislated 

task; if, as you stopped; if as paused and looked around – you found yourself blinded by the 
shimmering display of expectations mandated by this magically imagined silver-bullet 
legislation.  And if, as you cautiously glanced about?

You saw that:
Well, huh.  
Slow, thoughtful and contemplative?



Was really no longer how things worked. 
If, abruptly, you understood that as a response to the bell-the-cat urgency of yet another 

highly publicized accountability “emergency” (an “emergency” impatiently demanding the 
ongoing every-single-year test-score-based evaluation of all teachers) – well, if, as you 
contemplated the phenomenal expense tied to such a massively ordered assessment; and if, as 
simultaneously you grasped the fact that a Big Money reform funding was right now, at this very 
moment, being specifically allocated for an educator evaluation; and if, as ultimately you 
understood that for pioneering efforts in days of a magical reform?  A precipitately budgeted 
capital had started to flow – funding that at this particular moment was insistently being made 
available for the heavily legislated act of a teacher assessment innovation.  

Money that, well, you couldn’t help but see, was being offered up, right now.  
Oh, you had to step up; you had to reach out.
You had to put out your hand – and take it. 
In modern days calling out impatiently for the no-waiting wonders of a magical 

reformation, it was, always:
The money.  
As the impetuous taskmaster behind all miracles promised by a quick-fix, silver-bullet 

accountability: Money called the shots.  Detachedly and impatiently, money demanded an 
aggressive, no-waiting action.  Unbendingly and belligerently, money mandated, and then 
unconditionally required, immediately visible we-will-not-wait results.  And gee; well, you know 
how it is.  

When you can take the money, or not take the money?  
You take the money. 
Duh.

	
 So what if, in all of your clumsy efforts at leaping up into the flashily hectic and heavily 
financed teacher evaluation chaos, ultimately you fashioned an assessment structure capable of 
devestatingly weakening the overall system by repeatedly and shockingly losing the baby.  
	
 Heck, once you had acquired a personal slice of that brand-new teacher assessment pie? 
	
 You could simply buy a new one.  

Right?

*As, along with a growing supply of über-wealthy educational “experts,” our leaders in Washington D.C.  repeatedly 
push the shortsighted theory that our public educationl system will flourish if we simply rid ourselves of a forever 
mushrooming number of “bad” teachers, I am put in mind of the story that when Chairman Mao held power in 
China?  Arguing that he could garner more grain for export, he blithely ordered up the death of all sparrows.  What 
he got, however – and not at all surprisingly?  Was hordes of locusts, and many long years of a citizen-killing 
famine.  


